Ned-Symbolic integration has become a very active research area in the last decade. In this paper, we present a new massively parallel model for modal logic. We do so by extending the language of Modal Prolog [15, 181 to allow modal operators in the head of the clauses. We then use an ensemble of C-IL'P neural networks [7,9] to encode the extended modal theory (and its relations), and show that the ensemble computes a fixpoint semantics of the extended theory. An immediate result of OUT approach is the ability to perfom leaming from examples efficiently using each network of the ensemble. Therefore, one can adapt the extended C-IL'P system by training possible world representations.
INTRODUCTION
Neural-Symbolic integration concems the utilization of problem-specific symbolic knowledge within the neurocomputing paradigm [7] . In spite of the progress in the last decade, neural-symbolic systems have not been shown to fully represent and learn first order logic [5] . We believe that a promising approach to unravel this problem is to investigate ways of representing and leaming the necessity and possibility operators, and the acessihility relation of propositional modal logic [3] in neural networks'.
In this paper, we propose a new massively parallel model for orooositional modal loeic. thus conmbutine to the renensemble can be seen as a new massively parallel model for modal logic. In addition, since each C-IL2P network can be trained efficiently using the Backpmpagation learning algorithm [17] , one can adapt the C-IL'P ensemble by training each network with examples.
In Section 2, we briefly present the basic concepts of modal logic used in this paper. In Section 3, we present a Modalities Algorithm that translates extended modal logic programs into ensembles of C-IL'Pnetworks. We then show that the ensemble computes a fixpoint semantics of the given modal program, thus proving the correcmess of the Modalities Algorithm. In Section 4, we conclude and discuss directions for future work.
EXTENDED MODAL LOGIC PROGRAMS
In this section, we present some basic concepts of modal logic. We also extend modal Prolog [18] to allow the necessity (0) and possibility (0) modalities to appear in the head of the clauses, as well as default negation (-) to appear in the body of the clauses [4] . Finally, we define a fixpoint semantics for such extension, to be computed by our ensemble of C-IL'P networks. As usual, we assume that any clause is ground over a finite domain.
A main feature of modal logics is the use of possible world semantics, which has significantly contributed to the development of new non-classical logics, many of which with great impact in computing science. A proposition is necessary (0) in a world if it is hue in all worlds which are possible in relation to that world, whereas it is possible (0) in a world if it is true in at least one world which is possible . .
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resentation ofouantification in neural networks. w e oreseLt in re'ation to that Same In what fouows, we define a model-theoretic senmtics for extended modal programs. When computing the semantics of the program, we have to consider both the fixpoint of a particular world, and the furpoint of the program as a whole. When computing the fixpoint in each world, we have to consider the consequences derived locally and the consequences derived from the interaction between worlds.
Locally, fixp0ints.m computed as in the^ stable model se- In order to provide a fixpoint semantics for extended modal programs, we have to extend the definition of acceptable logic programs [l] . Finally, note that in the above semantics, the choice of an arbitrary world for 0 elimination (made before the computation of M T p ) may lead to different fixpoints of a given extended modal program. Such a choice is similar to the approach adopted by Gabbay in [13], in which one chooses a point in the future for execution and then backtracks if judged necessary (and at a l l possible).
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CONNECTIONIST MODAL PROGRAMS
In this section, we present a new Modalities Algorithm that translates extended modal programs into neural networks ensembles. By using an ensemble of C-IL'P networks, we can enhance the expressive power of the C-IL'P system [7], yet maintaining the simplicity needed for performing inductive learning efficiently. Let us first recall how C-IL'P works.
C-IL'P 171 is a massively p a d e l computational model based on artificial neural networks that integrates inductive leaming from examples and background knowledge with deductive learning from logic programming. Note that, in Example 1, each input and output neuron of N is associated with an atom of P. As a result, each input and output vector of N can be associated with an interpretation for P. Note also that each hidden neuron Ni corresponds to a rule rf of P. In order to compute the stable models of P , output neuron B should feed input neuron B such that N is used to iterate Tp, the tixpoint operator of P. N will eventually converge to a stable state which is identical to a stable model of P (C-IL'P's Translation Algorithm and the proof of convergence are given in [9] ).
In order to translate extended modal programs into neural networks ensembles, we use C-IL'P's Translation Algorithm for creating each network of the ensemble, and the new Modalities Algorithm (below) for interconnecting the different networks. Figure 2 shows an ensemble of three C-IL'P networks, representing possible worlds w l , w2 and w3, which might communicate in different ways. Due to the simplicity of each C-IL'P network, performing inductive learning within each possible world (e.g., w1) seems straightforward. The problem to be tackled here is, therefore, how to lean (or set up) the connections that establish the necessary communication between networks (e.g.. w1
and wz). In the case of modal logic, such connections are defined analogously to the modal rules of natural deduction (Table 1) . For example, we know that if OA is true in w1 then A must he true in W Z , whenever 'R(w1, W Z ) . As a result, we must connect O A in the output layer of w1 to A in the output layer of war making sure that whenever O A is activated in w1, A is activated in wz4. 
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rule rl in P, and n is the number of C-IL'P networks (possible worlds) in the ensemble.
MAXp (ki, ..., k,,p,,-.-,a ,n) 1 CalcdateAwzin > MAXp(k1, ..., k,,pl ,..., p:,n)+l' which wiU denote the minimum activation for a neuron to be considered active (in which case its associated atom will be considered true).
Let P; C P be the set of clauses labelled by wi in P. Let N; be the neural network that denotes P;.
For each P, do: (i) Connect Lj in n i k to L: and set the connection weight to 1; (ii) Set the threshold EA of L: such that n (l+A,,,in) < 6" < nA, :, ;
to L," in N; and set the connection weight to W M .
Let us now illustrate the use of the Modalities Algorithm
with the following example.
We start by applying C-IL*Ps Translation Algorithm, which creates three neural networks to represent the worldr wl. ~2 , and w3 (see Figure  3) . Then, we apply the Modalities Algorithm Hidden neu- 
Taking NI (which represents w1). output neurons L,"
should be connected to output neurons L j in an arbitrary network N, ( ( A > A,,,;,, 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a new massively parallel model for modal logic, thus contributing towards the representation of quantification in neural networks. We have defined an extension of modal logic programming [18], which allows modal operators in the head of clauses. We then presented an algorithm to translate the modal theory into an ensemble of C-IL2P neural networks [7], and showed that the ensemble computes a lixpoint semantics of the theory. As a result, the ensemble can be seen as a new massively parallel model for modal logic. In addition, since each C-IL'P network can be trained efficiently using Backpropagation [9] , one can adapt the C-IL'P ensemble by training possible world representations from examples in each network.
Our next step is to perform experiments on leaming possible world representations in the C-IL'P ensemble. This would lead us to another interesting avenue of research, namely, rule extraction from neural networks ensembles, which would need to consider extraction methods for more expressive knowledge representation formalisms [6] . In addition, extensions of the basic modal C-IL2P ensemble presented in this paper include the study of how to represent properties of other modal logics, e.g., S4 and S5, and of inference and learning of fragments of first order logic. Finally, the addition of modalities to the C-IL'P system leads us towards richer distributed knowledge representation and leaming mechanisms, with a broader range of potential applications, including practical reasoning and learning in a multiagent environment [ Press.
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